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In the largest observatio na l pro ject ever undertaken in 
Austra lia n meteorology, a tmospheric scientists have 
gained new insight into the fa milia r cold front. A cold 
fro nt , they say, is like a giant broom , sweeping dirty 
weather ahead for hundreds o f kilometres. 
When we <cc a cold from marked on u 
wc;othcr chart , we arc incl ined to think o f it 
us a single phe nomenon: a line marking u 
$harp trun<it io n from warm"air to cold. And 
when a cool change arrives, our respom.c is 
to c:qmote thtll with the passugc of the cold 
front. 

In fact. the cool change may comprise :o 
complex assembly of meteorological events 
that precede the final arrival of the front 
some hour~ and hundreds of kilometres 
later 

·n,e front on the chart marks where a 
wedge of cold air is undercuuing warm air. 
Behind it there may be a day or so of cloud. 
showe~. and genera lly cooler condi tions. 

The turbulent weather ahead of the 
'ummcrtimc front - sudden cool change,. 
wind shifts. squalls, and thunderstorms- i~ 

Weather forecasters have 
had great difficulty in 
predicting the rime of arrival 
and severity of the cool 
change. 

more spectacular. and unt il now 11 has been 
little undcrMood. 

change . They know a ·pre-frontal trough" 
often :~ccom panics a cold front approaching 
~outh-eastern Australia . but <ignificant 
weather features such a.~ thunder,ttlrm' are 
too <mall to appear on most charts. Further
more, 'ome elements of the cool change arc 
ephemeral. generally intensifying hy day 
and disappearing :11 night . It> speed of 
movement , t<)O, nuctu<~lc>, aml often dif
fers considerably from thlll o f the front that 
spawned it. 

Co ld fronC.s and cool change~ 

cold front ~lf~·lruntal 
U uough 

frontaltran>Otoon 10n< (<OOI change! 

' I he cool change develops in a •rrontol 
transition zone' ahead of the cold front. 

Yet. in the sweltering heat of summer. a 
predicted cool change is eagerly awuitcd by 
everybody. and a wrong prediction rMely 
gOC'- unnoticed . A temperature above 
40•c delivered by a hot continental north
erly can drop 10 or 15 degrees in minutes 
whe n a cool south-wester-ly blows in from 
the Southern Ocean. A> wel l as comfort. 
the strategy of fire-fighters can hinge on the 
correctne<S of the Bureau·~ forcca~t 

On average. 12 cold front' cro"' wuth
ca\tcrn Australia during November and 
December. Sometimes tbc effect< of a cool 
change can be awerome. such a, "hen 11 

brings in a dust storm . or occurs during the 
ou tbreak of a major bushfire. Onl) about 
half the changes bring rain. but when they 
do it can be intense. 

As the bar chart shows, mo~t lnrgc errors Problems in forecasting temperatures are 
greatest in sununcr. nnd cold fronts are the 
mai n reason. 

More sign ificant ly. wcmher forecasters 
have had great difficulty in predicting the 
time of arrival and severity of the cool 

in m;tximum temperature forecasts (errors " 
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cause of these errors is failure to predict the 
correct arrival time , or intcn,ity. of a cool 
change. 

Cold Fronts R esearch Program 

Before the Cold Fronts Research Program 
began in 1979. no studies had been done. 
since satellites revolut ionized the 
meteorologist's an. on the nature of the 
weather activity that precedes a cold front. 
The Progrnm. proposed by C'SIRO. uses the 
modern facilities and techniques of all 
Australia's major meteorological institu· 
tions. It was launched in the belief that a 
concerted study of cold fronts would 
improve forecast ing accu racy. Sum mer pre
sents the ~trongcsr mixture of clements , and 
a solid montlfs observations in November
December have been obwincd for 1980 

A fine observing net 

During observation phaoes of the Cold 
Fronts Research Program. the imminent 
arrival of :1 cold front sets off an mtensivc 
30-hour ol)M!rving period. with its focus at 
the Mount Gambier meteorolog1e<ll office. 

The normal calm of the office ~~ trans
formed a~ it is taken o,·cr by the 30 or so 
mcmbc~ of the research team The forecas
ters, analysts, scientiMs, cngincet'l>, and 
technicians arc accompanied b) tele· 
phones. radios, telex machines, facsimile 
terminalb. and other equipment. Leader of 
the exerc1!>e ll> Dr Brian R yan of the Divi· 
sion of Atmospheric Research. tlis a1m is to 
cn~ure that a cold front doe<in't l>hp through 
w1thout yielding all the data the scientists 
want. 

That's unlikely. given the rc~ources of the 
institutions whose activities during Phase 
Ill arc summarized below. 

BllRFAtJ OF MI:.'TEOROLOGY 
Data come from its routine observing net
work. ;~nd additional observation stations. 

Uppe r-air stations at Ceduna, M1ldura. 
Wagga Wagga, and Adelmde make 6-
hl)urly observations of winds, temperature. 
and moisture. using radar-trucked bulloons 
(rawin .. ondcs). Other 2-hourly observa
tions come from Mount Gambier and 
Lavenon. 

A mob1le meteorological ~tat ion hal> been 
tran~poned to King Island, and this also 
releases rawinsondes every 2 hours. 

Pictures come in 3-hourly (or more fre
quently) from the GMS-3 ~atdlite. These 
comprise visible- and mfra-red-band 
image.,. 

Radar sets at Adelaide, Lavenon. and 
Mount Gamb1er obtain pattcml> o f rainfall 
ech<X:lo (when not tracking balloon ascents) 

( Phase I of the Program) and for 1981 
(Phase II). The third and final phase. to 
confirm the general validity of the findings 
to date. begun on November 14. 1984. 

The scientists have found 
there is a distinct pattern in 
the turmoil. 

The main collaborators in the project arc 
the Burea u of Meteorology, the C'StRO Divi
sions o f A tmospheric Research ond 
Oceanography. the Austra li an Numerical 
Meteorology Research Centre. the 
Meteorology Dcpanment of the University 

Data come from drifting buoys and com
mercialplnnes and ships. 

CStRO DIVISION OF ATMOSPHERIC 
RESF.AR('H 
The C'SIRO I' 27 research aircmft IS ready 
and wattmg at Mount Gambier airpon. 

A communication centre hnk) the 
observing network. 

A network of equipment for observing 
surface winds. p~cssures. and rain has been 
installed With the support of volunteer 
observers. 

A computer analyses data on the spot. 

CSIRO DIVISION 0~ OCEANOORAPH)-
Thc research vessel Sp,ghtil· patrols the 
waters off the: co:u.t. and releal>es buoys to 
measure wind. temperature. and pressure. 

ROYAl. AUSTRALIAN NAVY 
I-lMAS Kimbla is available in the areu for 
observation~. 

ROY AI AU~, RAI.IAN AIR FORCE 
A reconna1ssanee arrcraft makes fir~t con
tact with a cool change. 

JAMES COOK UNIVERSITY 
A coastal radar(COSRA D) is set up at Peli· 
can Pt,int. 

MONA Sit , MELBOURNE. ADELA to~ 
and Ft INl>HRS UNtVERSmES 
A floating instrumented buoy has been 
anchored 10 Ba'5 Strait (Mona~h); VI IF 
radar mea~ure~ upper winds near Adelaide 
(Adelaide); and pilot balloons arc released 
at Peterborough, Lake Bolac, and Inver· 
leigh ( Monash, Melbourne. Flinders). 

TEl FC'OM 
A lightning-detector network momto~ 

thunde~torm act1vity 

of Melbourne. the Mathematics Dcpan
ment of Monash University.thc Institute of 
Atmospheric and Marine Science at Flin
ders University. the Royal Australian 
Navy. and the Royul Australian Air Force. 
The rcso11rces called upon include 
instrumented aircruft, ships, and buoy~. 

and an extensive network of metcorologicnl 
stations recording information on ground· 
level and upper-air behaviour. The box 
below gives more detail of the cffon going 
into the Program. 

Although there arc major differences 
between Australian cold fronts and fronts 
that have been extensively studied in the 
Northern Hemisphere, models of the la tter 
have up to now provided the basis for fron
tal analysis nnd forecasting in Australia. 
Those studied in the onhem Hembphcre 
originate primarily over water to the west of 
major land masses. and rarely have a pre
frontal srream of hot . dry air associated with 
them as in south-eastern Australia. Wurm 
fronts arc common in America and Europe. 
but hardly ever make an appearance here. 

A major aim oft he Cold Fronts Research 
Program is therefore to deve lop fron tal 
models for npplicntion by our forecasters. 
For instance , indices of instabili ty relating 
to the development of thunderstorms were 
mostly developed in the Nonhcm Hemi
sphere, where the warm air ahead of the 
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The t-ool change typit-ally begins with a sea 
breeze and is fol.lowed by change lines 
(rolour) ofvarying severity. A change line 
is a change In wind or temperature, and is 
associated with a fall or jump in pressure . 

front contains much more moisture. Our 
relatively dry air makes rain associated with 
fronts less frequent over south-eastern 
Austrulia. 

The broader context 

The origins and progress of cold fronb lie in 
the familiar system of highs and lows seen 
on the weather map. Meteorologists 
involved in the Cold Fronts Research Prog· 
ram have examined the larger-seale wind 
systems in which cold fronts are embedded, 
and have found a common pattern. The 
picture \hot emerges suggests that these 
systems control the speed of movement of 
the front and the inflow of moisture (and 
energy) into the frontal transition zone. 

Evidently three distinct air streams sur
round a cold front. and the two most 
Important arc shown in the accompanying 
diagram. 

The first. and most imponant. is a warm 
belt of moist a1r ahead of the fmnt. It origi
The two dotainant llir nows sunoandinca 
cold front are lhown. Molt of tbe enei'IY 
fed Into tbe trontal reclon romes from 
warm, reladvely mollt air forced to rise 
over tbe front. 

Large-scale air now around a cold fron t 

. . 
• 
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c::J flow onto cloud band D Oow behind cloud band 

In addition, half of all thunderstorms in 
this area originate in conjunction with cold 
fronts. and the interaction of fronts with the 
coasta l ranges leads 10 a unique phenom· 
cnon along the southern coast of New South 
Wulcs. the 'southerly buster' (sec £cos 18). 
Porccasting these phenomena is particu· 
larly difficult . 

nates over the Tasman Sea and subsides 
into a heat trough over the continent. It is 
forced to ascend ahead of the front . 

This ascent cools the air, giving rise to 
the characteristic cloud that precedes a 
front . More imponantly, the ascent 
releases convective instability. producing 
thunderstorms and the like. Here is the 
energy source for much of the weather the 
cold front brings. 

Underneath the cloud lies a stream of 
cool air , wh1ch also has to ascend to cross 
the front. It does thi~ obliquely while travel
ling generally towards the south. Pan of it 
curves around the front and ~ubsidcs mto 
the region behind. The eastern arm con
tinues to move slowly to the south. 

Above the clouds can be found the third 
now of air - a high-level now from the 
north-west that weakly ascends over the 
front and continues on to the south-east. 

While the larger-scale processes exert 
their influence on the cold front, the reverse 
effect no doubt also occurs. However. at 
this stage models are too simple to be able 
to deal with how the front itself mnuences 
synoptic-scale events. 

The Australian summertime cool change: 
synoptic and subsynoptic scale aspects . 
K.J . Wilson and H. Stern. Monthly 
Weather Rtview, 1984. ill(in press). 
(Both of these authors are with the 
Bureau of Meteorology in Melbourne.) 

The broad goal of the Cold Fronts 
Research Program is a greater physical 
understanding of cold fronts. leading to a 
better forecasting ability. To achieve this 
required that the researchers: 

I> find out what a front looks like (in 
terms of temperature. moisture, and 
wind), how these quantities vary with 
height and along and across the front. 
and how the front changes with time, 
particularly as it crosses from ocean to 
land 

I> clarify the interactions between the 
(runt and the much larger weather situ· 
ation surrounding it 

I> obtain sufficiently detailed data to en· 
able the verification of regional-scale 
numerical models of frontal activity 

Most of the remainder of this aniclc will 
focus on the studies that have illuminated 
the first nf these aims, as this is the one that 
bears most closely on what we experience 
o n the ground. In other words , we wi ll be 
more concerned with the effects of the 
'broom' rather than with the movement of 
the broom itself. The box on this page gives 
an outline of the findings relating tO the sec
ond aim. 

Mount Gambier. near the Victoria
South Australia border some 350 km west 
of Melbourne. was chosen as the central site 
for the project, and 15 other weather sta
tions in an area 300 km square con tributed 
to the wealth of data. The scientists selected 
the locality because its relatively Out terrain 
should not interfere with a fron t's progress 
and the tOwn's airpon allows unhindered 
operation of the research aircraft . The 
meteorological office there has a weather
watch radar, and proximity to the sea allows 
observations of fronb over the sea, and of 
how they change as they cross the coastline. 

The extensive observational net recorded 
details of 10 fronts during Phases I and II of 
the Program. While each of the fronts had 
fea tures not shared with the o thers, analysis 
of the data has allowed the participating 
scientists to piece together a coherent pic· 
turc of a cold front and all that goes with it. 

The most significant feature, the ~cit:n
tists found, was the way in which the front 
(the broom) swept turbulent weather 100-

300 km in front of it . This weather wa, 
organized into a number of di<ere tc hnes. 
roughly parallel to the driving front at the 
rear. 1l1e researchers speak of 'change 
lines' within a ' frontal transition wne". 
beginning with an initia l change line ('a 
change has arrived!'), and finishing with the 
final change line (the pussing of the cold 
front proper). 



Melbourne's dust storm of February 1983. 
The dust makes visible an avalanche or cold 
air spilling out from a squall line. 

The change lines may be detected and Col· 
lowed a' change~ in pressure, temperature, 
or wind direction. and arc evident as the 
edge> of cloud b~nds in satellite pictu res. 
und on radar screens as echoes from rai n. 
They resu lt from convective instabi lity, like 
the circulation patterns in the dirt ahead of 
a broom sweeping the bouom of a swim· 
ming pool. 

The tricky side of these small-scale 
features (mctcorolog•sts call them meso
scale event>) i> that. while they are set in 
motion by a larger (synoptic) weather fca · 
turc, the cold front. they are not solely con
trolled by it. What controls them is their 
immediate environment - temperuturc 
gradients, pressure gradien ts. terrain, even 
each other. They catt change quickly, mak· 
ing the forcct~ster's job very diffieuli. Mel· 

Bands of ruin can be seen in thjs pallero or 
radar echoes, und they broadly correspond 
to positions of change lines (dolied). 
Satellite pit'tu rc> show >imilar 
arrangements nilh cloud bands (below). 

Change lines, a nd band~ of rrun and cloud 

bourne is only about 6 hours away from 
Mount Gambier as the cool change flies. 
but this can alter a lot in that time: and a 
foreca~t for Melbourne based on obscrva· 
tions at Mount Gambier may not be very 
accurate. 

While synoptic weather features occupy 
di mCtNons of thousands o f kilometres. 
have lifetimes o£ a day or so, and arc domi· 
natcd by Coriolis effects (the resu lt of the 
earth's spin) , mesoscale processes span only 
tens to hundreds of kilometres and exist for 
a few hours at most, and the effect of the 
canh's spm can mostly be neglected. How 
can one hope to forecast such an ephemeral 
disturbance? 

The pressure: fluctuations ahead of a cold 
front. when recorded, look like the trace of 
a seismograph duri ng an eanh tremor (sec 
the illustration on this page). Each of the 
major excursions of the recording pen cor· 
responds to the passage of a change line. 
Usually. at least o ne of these is a major 
squall line. accompanied by up to three 
other change lines. The patte-rn changes 
with ttme , <incc the speeds of individual 
change hn~ differ. The initial line may. at 
one particular instant. move at5 metres per 
<ccond, and intermediate lines at 15. 10, 
and 25 m per ~ec. -all driven ahead of a 
cold front (the final line) moving at 12m per 
sec. Difficu lt to forecast indeed. 

Out the scientists have found there i> :1 
disti nct pa ttern in the turmoil. The convcc· 
tivcly unslllblc atmosphe re and the wind 
~hear give rise to lines of thundercloud~. 

evai)Orativc cooling. outnows of cold air. 
;md voi/11! - ch;mgc lines. 

Tite broom 

Let u~ go back to the father of it all - the 
\\edge of cold air that constitutes a cold 
front moving into warm air. The wedge typ· 
ic;1lly h:1' a >lope of I in 100, and warm air 
slides up and over it , producing the high and 
middle-level cloud·bank typica l of cold 
fronts . 

The cold wedge is held together by 11 wind 
(called a geostrophic wmd) that blows at 
right angles to the direction of motion oft he 
front. In the Southern Hemisphere. thts 
cold wind comes from the south. Balancing 
it. a wacm wind blows from the nonh ahead 
of the front. 

Such winds arc shown on the dtagram 
(p<~gc 24). and during the observing prog· 
ram their maximum speeds ahead of the 
cold wedge were abou t 25 m per >CC. at a 
height of l k m. 

These side-by-side jets give rise to a con
>idcrable amount of shear. both horizon· 
tally and vertically. leading to a breakdown 
10 the stability of the atmosphere. l11e air 
mass ahead of the front is prompted to form 
into lines of convective instabthty the 
broom has swept too fast for strcamhncd 
now. 

Although the scientists arc uncertain 
about the actual mechanism involved, the 
resul t is clear- the formation of distinct 
lines of convection cells. O ne or more may 
intensify into what is called a Stjualllinc - a 
row of thunderclouds that can he clearly 
seen by eye or on radar. 

Enough information was gathered during 
the first two phases of the Cold Fronts 
Research Program to piece together the 
c•sential clements of a vigorous squall hne. 
1\ low-level innow of air occurs at the for
ward edge. and an out now ahead at upper 
levels (the anvil) . Also important is an 
in now of relatively dry air at middle levels 
from behind the squall. lltis augment> the 
squall line's evaporati ve cooling ability; it 
appears that rain from the thunderstorms 
fulls into the dry air, evaporates. and 
creates a pool of cold air up to 70 km across 
just below the cloud base. 

As the temperature and pressure of a par· 
eel of air are physically related. a small high· 
pressure cell should be observ<~blc bcncmh 

These barometric tnlcessho» the evolutiun 
of a cool change as it progresses east some 
130 km. Most of lhe trace features (in 
particular, pr4.'ssure jumps und fulls) can be 
identified with more·or· less persistent 
change lines (numbered urrows). Note the 
nlpid nuctuations , which mean large 
pressure gradients and «onscqucnt strong 
winds. 

llo» the barometer tell!! the \lo r~ 

I.:!, '· .J ~ change hill'' lrnnt 
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the cold j>OOI <~S(l(;\a\ed w\\h each squall 
line . Indeed ito>. a> thedala clearly showed. 

In fact. the data revealed a funhcr 
rcm:orkablc phenomenon: the heavy cold 
aor pours oul from beneath the thun· 
dcrstorm and spreads out on the ground like 
spilt milk (sec the diagram on this page) . 
Oecau~e the spi ll progresses forward due to 
densi ty diffcrenC~>- in the same way as an 

nvalanchc - it i~ '"' example o f what arc 
known as 'gravi ty currents'. A nother com· 
mon mctcorologicu l gravily curren l is lhC 
familonr sea breeze. 

The leading edge of an expanding spi ll of 
cold air is observed as a gust front (a type of 
change line). If the air becomes loaded with 

dust. then the gust front becomes dr:unmi
cally 'i'iblc. as it did in February 1983 "hen 
•uch a creature blew in over Melbourne. 

Occausc of the link between the air's 
temperature and pressure, the arrival of a 
g1"t front coincides with a sudden jump in 
pressure. T he si7c of the j ump reOects 1 he 
thickness and tcmpc ra111re of the spreadi ng 
spill. 
Mca~urconc nt of the speed of moveme nt 

of the~c gust fronts has confirmed that the 
gravity current explanation is broadly cor· 
rcct. After allowing for the speed of the 
bank of thundercloud. scienttsts can predict 
the speeds of I he leading and trailing edge' 
of the gu•t fron1 fairly well from the tcm· 
perature of the cold air and that of the 
warmer air into whtch it Oows. 

The leading edge, or change line. moves 
faster than i1s purcnt squall li ne. and some· 
times overtukes lhe lagging ch3ngc line 
rissociatcd with a squa ll line ahead. In this 
way. change lines can merge and intensify. 
or can dbappear. The nature of the interac
tion between the various lines require~ 
further investigation. and this aspect will be 
Jool.cd at during Phase Ill of the Program. 

If n temperature mversion happens to 
occur ncar the ground. then the ~pill may 
~prcad out above the inversion. in which 

A squall li ne is a moving line of 
thundercloud~. When cold air spills out 
after being cooled by evaporation of rain in 
the dry air below the cloud, it spreads out 
on the 11round like an avalanche. The result 
is a 11rcssurc jump und fall that in turn lead 
to change lines known as gust fronts. 

Ho,. change line~ a ri~e from squall lines 

cooling form' 
cold pool of air 

' l ' I cold aor I 
' ' I ' 

pre..s'ure prc,,u}c 
fall (and jump 
gu't fmnl) (and gu\1 

fr'Ont) 

On the hmnac at Mt Gambier, CStRO's 
F- 27 aircrafi awaits the arrival of 11 cold 
front. 

c~sc the pressure jump and associated wind 
gu\Ho will be de tected on the grou nd , but not 
the temperature drop. 

Why should the spreading perimeter of 
the outpouring cold air give rise to strong 
wind gu>t>? The explanation lies in the vel) 
abrupt pressure jumps that arc associated 
with squall lines: a pressure chungc of 'ev
e raJ millibars can occur over a dosl:lnce 
of only a few kilometres. The resulting 
pressure gradient can be five times gren tcr 
than that ussociatcd with cyclones! Luckily, 
the forces that this pressure gradient pro
duces iiCI only for a few minutes in a "nail 
region. and so cyclone-force winds don't 
have time to build up. Nevertheless. the 
'"nd can be severe, and it changes direction 
r:opidly as the pressure jump pas.~cs . 

Towards Phase Ill 

The re~earch team has come close to ex
plaining most of the feature~ of a cool 
chnnge. or the cha nge Ji nes (of tempero· 

A regular mystery 

Living in Melbourne. you'd soon get the 
impression that cool changes hit in the after
noon. Indeed, the statistics bear this out. 

Why should that be? The on~tery is 
deepened upon recognizing that the same 
preference for afternoon arrival holds Cor 
everywhere else as well' 

Not enough d;ua have been gathered yet 
to give a conclusive answer, but observa
tions nrc consistent with the suggestion that 
the front speeds up considerably in the 
afternoon. Evidently it tries 10 onnkc 1hc 

eastern coast by night-fall, and if it'~ behind 
schedule it hurries up. 

On hot ~ummer days the sun heab the 
land to coru.iderably lugh.:r temperatures 
than the sea: and the result. b) the after
noon. can be a substantial ntmo>phcric 
prcM>urc gradient between parts of the con
tinent and the coastline. Th1s is probably 
the rnnin cause of the from's accelcrntion. 

l.oca l topography also must have n sig· 
nificnn1 effect on a cool change·~ anival 
time. 

\ure . pressure , or wind shif\) , the fir'' i• 
sometimes simply a wind shift due to a 
forewarning sea brec7e and the last marks 
the arrival of the cold front proper. The rest 
arc associated \\~th either the leading or 
trailing edge of an ou tflow of cold air from a 
squall line or Other line of convective in· 
stabi lity. 

The conceptual model1hnt the scientists 
huve built up explains what goes on and pro
vides information on the likely sequence or 
wea ther changes and the upproxiomne tim
ing and position of them. However , it g ives 
no indication of their severi ty; in particular. 
the uppearance of cloud and rain needs 
closer attention - where will it ratn. for 
how long. and how much? 

Phase Ill of the Cold Front' Research 
Program should help answer qucs1ion~ like 
these. Other important information gaps 
include t he effects of the con,tli ne, local 
topography. and time of day on the passage 
of cold fronts. The model was derived frum 
obscrval'ions ncar Mount Gambier. und its 
:1pplicabili ty to o ther locations remains to 
be confirmed. 

Andrew 8~11 
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The Australian summerttme cool change: 
mesoscale aspects. J . R . Garratt. w. L. 
Physick. R.K. Smith. and A .J. Troup. 
Monthly Welltlrer Rev1ew, 1984. I 12 (in 
press). 
(The first two authors arc with thc CStRO 
Division of Atmospheric Research at 
Aspe·ndale . near Melbourne . Dr Smit h 
is in the Geophysica l Fluid Dynamics 
Laboratory at Monash Un iver~ity. Dr 
Troup, who COIIIributed much to cold 
fronts research in his year> with the Divi· 
sion of Atmospheric Research. died m 

1983.) 
The Australian summenimc cool change: 

subsynoptic and mc;o;calc model B F 
Ryan and K .J. Wilson. Monthly Weather 
Review.l984. 1U (i n press). 
(Dr R ya n is wi1h the CSitW Division of 
A tmospheric Resc3rch; Mr Wi lsnn i~ 

with the Bureau of Meteorology.) 
Low level wind response to mesoscale pre~

sure systems. J .R. Garratt and W.L. 
Ph ysick. Boundary· La yu Meteorology. 
1983. 27.69-87. 

Mesoscale observations of a pre-frontal 
~quail line. W.L. Ph)'ick. W.K. Dow
ney. A.J. Troup. B.F. R)an. and P.J . 
Meighen. Momhly IVI'mlru Ul'vi~tw. 

1985. l l3 (in press). 
(The au1hors already named nrc with the 
Division of Atmospheric Research: lhc 
other two are wilh the Ourc;ou of 
Meteo rology.) 


